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ABSTRACT This analysis offers a compelling alternative to the received wisdom that the
Mali Empire had dissolved by the end of the seventeenth century. It will be
demonstrated that between 1650 and 1850, to the north of the gold fıelds of the Mali
Empire the rulers of Kangaba successfully managed a defense zone. Using military and
organizational innovations attributed to polities east of the Niger River (Kong, Segu
[Ségou], Kano), they fused the political heritage of the Mali Empire with a system of
triads of refuges or fortifıcations. Throughout the zone, groups of mercenaries of different
ethnic origins were assimilated into the Kangaba polity and integrated into the political
organization as well as Mali’s political ideology. The defense zone protected the gold fıelds
from northern military pressure, in particular from the Bambara Segu kingdom, as well as
from small bands of marauders and, later, the armies of El Hadji Umar. By elaborating a
regional military-strategic focus that pays close attention to the landscape, and by using the
concept of warrior state as a heuristic device, this article mobilizes a variety of hitherto
unused archival, architectural, genealogical, and geographical sources. This article does a
historiographic reassessment of the dominance of oral traditions as sources for the study of
the history of the Mali Empire and the Upper Niger.

RÉSUMÉ Cette analyse offre une alternative irréfutable à l’opinion répandue que l’empire
du Mali était déjà dissous à la fın du dix-septième siècle. Il sera démontré qu’entre 1650

et 1850, au nord des gisements d’or de l’empire du Mali, les dirigeants de Kangaba
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géraient avec succès une zone de défense. Ayant recours aux innovations militaires et
organisationnelles attribuées aux administrations situées à l’est du fleuve Niger (Kong,
Ségou, Kano), ils allièrent l’héritage politique de l’empire du Mali avec un système de
triades de refuges ou de fortifıcations. Partout dans la zone, des groupes de mercenaires
de différentes origines ethniques étaient assimilés au gouvernement de Kangaba et
intégrés à l’organisation politique et à l’idéologie politique du Mali. La zone de défense
protégeait les gisements d’or de la pression militaire en provenance du nord, et
notamment du royaume bambara de Ségou, ainsi que des petites bandes de maraudeurs
et, plus tard, des armées d’El Hadj Oumar. En développant un centre d’intérêt militaire-
stratégique régional qui accorde une attention particulière au paysage, et en employant
le concept d’État guerrier comme dispositif heuristique, cet article tire parti de
différentes sources archivistiques, architecturales, généalogiques et géographiques
inutilisées jusqu’ici. Cet article effectue un réexamen historiographique de la
prédominance des traditions orales comme sources pour l’étude de l’histoire de l’empire
du Mali et du Haut-Niger.

Towards an Argument: The Mali Empire in the Western Sudan,
c. 1650 – c. 1850

This article is a detailed analysis of Kangaba’s successful military defense of Mali’s
gold fıelds against pressure from the north. It will provide strong evidence of how
the rulers of Kangaba, the capital of Manding, organized that defense until the
middle of the nineteenth century. At present, there is no similar rich and detailed
material available for Joma (Djoma) and Hamana, Manding’s adjoining regions,
which faced a similar challenge to protect a gold producing area and whose rulers,
like Kangaba’s, also traced their descent to the kings of Mali. We don’t know
whether rulers in Joma and Hamana in the south organized their own defense
zones comparable with Kangaba in the north, although a remarkable pattern
demands our attention. It is common knowledge that El Hadji Umar started his
jihad by conquering the kingdom of Tamba, which gave him access to—and
dominance over—“the gold of Bure.”1 After such a victory and the economic
boost related to it, one would expect El Hadji Umar to have continued northeast
to extend his dominance over the gold-producing areas, and to do so would have
occupied fırst Hamana and Joma and then Manding (Kangaba) in order to gain
access to a river transport network that could have taken him straight to Segu.
However, El Hadji Umar did no such thing. Nothing happened until, much later,
he moved northwest to attack Segu, approaching it via the northern flank of the
Mande Mountains rather than by crossing the gold fıelds. I suggest that El Hadji
Umar’s alleged “access” to the gold fıelds was in fact anything but complete. I
explain this by pointing to the political and military expertise of the rulers of
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Manding, Joma, and Hamana, the three regions that feature in the genealogies of
Sunjata as the lands where his descendants ruled. In an earlier study, I suggested
that the genealogies of Sunjata defıne how those regions worked together as
brothers when a communal defense was needed.2 Now, I link my political reading
of genealogies of Sunjata to the strategic use of the physical landscape, thus
meeting John Thornton’s agenda to study actual warfare in transatlantic Africa,3

and, at the same time, “challenging the idea that military systems that did not
follow the European model were developmentally backward or operationally
inferior.”4

Thornton’s work explains the unique effect of the northern frontier’s landscape
on military strategy. The zone under study in this article coincides more or less
with the zone below where both zebus (cattle) and horses (for warfare) found
survival diffıcult. In addition to epidemiological factors, horses were of limited
use for warfare in this region. An escarpment to the west was inaccessible to
cavalry, as was the Niger in the east, so infantry would be the most successful
military force. However, horses were still a military necessity for defending the flat
area between the escarpment and the Niger against invasion from the north.
Kangaba’s southern partners, Hamana and Joma, however, must have had mili-
tary organizations largely based on infantry with fırearms, and, in forest zones,
military archery.5

Although it is hard to determine to what extent the military organization that
appeared to have resisted El Hadji Umar was historically related to the Mali
Empire, I shall demonstrate that Yves Person overlooked a complex and stable
political-military system when he wrote that the nineteenth century Malinke—
the ethnic group that traces its descent from the Mali Empire— had known no
centralizing force since the sixteenth century. When the French occupied the
Western Sudan, they saw Samori as the most important organizing factor as well
as an innovator. Yves Person endorsed that opinion uncritically, writing: “Il suffıt
de souligner ici que l’Empire de Samori est né chez des Malinké qui avaient
renoncé depuis plus de trois siècles à toute organisation politique centralisée.”6

Malian researchers have never challenged his negative judgment of their his-
tory between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, and I suggest that has
been because to do so would have risked undermining their belief that oral
traditions about Sunjata, passed down by griots, can be related to medieval
history,7 which was an important identity marker in French colony of Soudan
Français, as well is in the Republic of Mali founded in 1960. It is ironic, therefore,
that pride in a glorious past conserved in a unique living oral tradition justifıed the
French colonial agenda of reorganizing society because of the alleged absence of
“toute organisation politique centralisée.” The critical historical analysis offered
here will reassess the alleged medieval content of the narratives of Manding
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society related by the griots. The analysis offered here might therefore stir in Mali
an academic debate as well as a discussion of ethnic identities.8

Kangaba will be analyzed as a seventeenth- and eighteenth-century polity, and
its rule can be related to the more general military and political processes in the
Western Sudan, which were characterized by the use of horses in military opera-
tions, increasingly militant Islam, and greater use of Western artillery. Although
the rulers of Kangaba were its acclaimed heirs, I have refused to see Kangaba as the
impotent political center of a once strategically successful but now dismantled
Mali Empire.9

This article will perhaps benefıt from a short preface—a guide on how it should
be read. My analysis is built on four complementary insights. First, I will present
a close look at Kangaba’s position in the precolonial Western Sudan and at the
sources available for the precolonial history of Kangaba in postmedieval times.
Second, I shall show that the sources reveal a stable defense zone north of Kangaba
that was Kangaba’s frontier for about two centuries, and I shall explain how and
why that zone came into being precisely where it did. A third section uses
architectural, genealogical, and military evidence to explain the complex but
effective political organization within the zone. A fourth section, rich in detail and
the product of incorporating a wide range of sources, describes the political
methods of Kangaba’s rulers by which they attracted allies to settle on their
northern frontier and how they subsequently assimilated them into their ranks
and gave them dominion over the gold fıelds. The following chronological sched-
ule may also be of use to the reader:

• 1599: The ruler of Mali fails to lay siege to Djenne.
• c. 1650 – c. 1700: Kangaba loses its influence in the zone of Bamako and

Kulikoro, and establishes a military defense zone along the Sibi-Bankumana
line, immediately north of the gold-producing area; the new frontier zone is
called Sendugu.

• c. 1650–c. 1700: A new political elite establishes itself on the left bank of the Niger
River; its power base involves the direct exploitation of gold mines, the slave trade,
and military innovations (introduced from the right bank of the Niger); the new
elite’s political centers are Kangaba (at the banks of the Niger) and Nyagassola/
Waranban (on the slave trade route to the Atlantic).

• c. 1700: The new political elite fıghts wars in Badugu (immediately north of
Sendugu).

• eighteenth century: The consolidation of power by the new political elite; the
future rulers of Narena move from the Sendugu frontier zone to Narena’s
present-day location, in the gold-producing area.

• fırst half of nineteenth century (after Mungo Park): Kamara warriors settle in
the Sendugu frontier zone, replacing the Keita who moved to Narena.
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• c. 1700 – c. 1850: Sendugu is a stable frontier zone.
• middle of nineteenth century: The destruction of numerous villages in the

Upper Niger by armies of El Hadji Umar.
• c. 1875: Kangaba becomes ally of Samori and massacres Kenyòròba for its

support of Badugu.

Kangaba’s Historical Position in Mali’s History

At the time of the French conquest of the Upper Niger, Kangaba was certainly one
of the most powerful towns along the Niger south of Bamako. Although the
French administration accepted Kangaba’s historical status as a “former capital”
of the legendary Mali Empire, the French considered its nineteenth-century
rulers—albeit they were believed to be usurpers—as primi inter pares among the
numerous royal lineages, all of whom were contesting power.10

It is crucial to note that Kangaba is located on the left bank of the Niger. As we
shall see, its selection as a political center was a geopolitical move by the heirs of
the Mali Empire: the area had geological resources and strategic characteristics
that made it possible to establish a fırm and flourishing rule from there.

Traditions about Sunjata were already told to Ibn Battuta in the fourteenth
century, and they have remained strongly present in the Upper Niger right up to
the present day.11 The traditions name Sunjata as the founder of a society called
“Manding” (or “Mande[n]” or “Mali”).12 In addition, a few sources mention Kong
in present-day Côte d’Ivoire as the origin of the northern Upper Niger’s ruling
elite, although all of these sources date from after World War I. The Kong
dimension seems nowadays to have been lost to Kangaba. Kangaba’s neighbor
and rival Narena, though, does still claim its origins from Kong (see below).
Another “eastern” dimension—referring to Kano in present-day Nigeria as the
origin of its military power—was documented for Kangaba’s rival (and ally)
Nyagassola in the 1880s.13

Although in Kangaba the Kong dimension is lost, mutatis mutandis, a few
centuries ago people living in present-day northern Ghana and Côte d’Ivoire
referred to Kangaba, with the Kamabolon ceremony, as their place of origin.14

Such a ritual relationship does fıt in with Jula traders penetrating “the forests”
from the north, a process investigated by Ivor Wilks.15 Kangaba’s status around
1800 as an important trading center is confırmed by Mungo Park, who mentioned
the town as an important slave market.16 Kangaba’s magnifıcent palace—which
unfortunately we know only from fleeting references—is further evidence of its
importance.17
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The Kamabolon holds its present-day prestige not as a sanctuary that celebrates
a ritual relationship with Jula, but as the place where, every seventh year, the
authoritative version of the Sunjata epic is told. The text of this version clearly
states the claims of Kangaba’s political elite to direct descent from Sunjata.
Detailed descriptions of the ceremony from the second half of the twentieth
century show its importance in Mali’s national history and Malian national
identity.18

The documents referring to a military intervention from Kong—instead of a
ritual relationship— do not necessarily represent a historical fact. There are two
reasons for being reluctant to take things at face value. First, every available Kong
reference is from sources later than World War I. For instance, French adminis-
trative reports on the rulers of Narena, the only rulers in the Upper Niger who
nowadays relate to a Kong origin, provide no substantial genealogical informa-
tion for their royal lineage, until “suddenly” the Kong descent pops up at the end
of World War I.19 In addition to this there is a lengthy text on Kangaba’s history,
collected by the French administration in 1931, which is a rich but single source on
the impact of Kong and Kong mercenaries on Kangaba.20 I propose to read these
Kong references as peoples’ remembrances of Samori in the aftermath of his empire,
for Kong is commonly known as a polity dominated by Jula, whose trading practices
were actively supported by Samori.21 My doubts also stem from Péroz’s history of
Nyagassola’s rulers, who are said to have been mercenaries from Kano. Thus,
references to the military impact of Kano/Kong/Jula/Bamana on the left bank of
the Niger might not so much recall a de facto military occupation, but refer rather
to a process of military innovation adopted from the east and southeast—and
indeed gunnery was imported into the Upper Niger via British colonies on the
Atlantic Coast (e.g., Sierra Leone).

Military innovation and the moving of Mali’s political center to Kangaba to
secure a fırm grip on the gold fıelds must have been an intense societal process,
and the prevalence of the patronymic “Keita” testifıes to it. Mali’s rulers are
known as the Mansaren (literally “the royals”; mansa � king), and their patro-
nymic is “Keita.” The etymology of Kei/Kè (heritage)-ta (to take)—meaning
“taking the heritage”—is well known, just as it is local common knowledge that
the rulers’ patronymic was traditionally “Konate.” In support of this belief it is
remarkable that in the Sunjata epic, Sunjata is praised as (Sirifıya Makan) Konate,
but never as a Keita.22

Although the Kamabolon sanctuary is uncertain evidence for a now long-past
ritual relationship between the Jula people/Kong and Kangaba, it is unquestion-
ably an important key to understanding the role of Kangaba in the history of the
Upper Niger, because kama refers to a system of protection.23 In the eighteenth
century, a wall called kama was often built around a settlement in the area
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dominated by the Segu. Its presence in Kangaba thus follows the north-south
direction of the Jula penetration of the forests. A kama had no military function
but was used to control, via its small gates, those who entered the place. At night
the gates were closed24 and this was the world of the “walled villages” through
which Mungo Park traveled. The kama must have been of major symbolic value to
Kangaba and its political organization, because its two-gated entrance hall (the
“bolon”) became a sanctuary.

Mungo Park’s world of “walled villages” was a different society from the ones
dominated by tataw (pl.), the imposing walls of the mid-nineteenth century that
might have served for contemporary methods of warfare in the Western Sudan
(see below), but that appear to have been too weak to withstand European
artillery.25 Meillassoux distinguishes between a djing (a walled construction in-
tended for private protection built around an individual family compound as part
of a settlement), and a tata (a fortifıcation around an entire village).26 Meillassoux
makes no reference to kama—which was in use in a society in which war was
waged on an open battlefıeld where warriors could make the best use of horses to
defeat their adversaries and hunt down slaves,27 for such is the economic base of
a warrior state.28

I have used the warrior state model to integrate the large amount and great
variety of data on military and political organization I have collected over the
years in my search for the precolonial history of the Upper Niger. Richard Roberts
saw the warrior state as an answer to the analytical problem found in models of
modes of production, the problem being that war is considered bad for the
economy. Roberts notes that the Middle Niger had a flourishing economy in spite
of being almost permanently at war in the period from 1700 to 1850, but that was
largely because of increased slave exports to the New World and the maintenance
of its healthy internal market for slaves.29 Roberts described the warrior state as:

. . . a core comprising the social and economic heartland. The heartland was
composed of either a homogenous population . . . . The central core was encircled
by a tributary zone with fluctuating boundaries . . . . Despite their small size and
the restricted development of effective state institutions, these were states . . . .
Most states developed a coercive capacity that took the forms of legitimated
violence, waging war, and preparing defense . . . . The state became a means,
certainly not the only one, for intensifying relationships between members of the
same and different ethnic groups.30

The Kangaba case answers Roberts’s plea for a history with cultural and political
dimensions, beyond the deterministic models that emphasize technological in-
novation (e.g., “use of horses,” “introduction of fırearms”), an ecological circum-
stance (e.g., “drought,” “geographical barrier”), or an economic specialization
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(e.g., a particular form of trade).31 We shall see that the rulers of Kangaba built a
society in which geopolitical questions, trade interests, and the legitimacy of their
rule were subtly interwoven, and that it worked thanks to a keen military strategy,
a discourse of shared descent from Sunjata, and host-guest relations with non-
Mansaren patrilineal groups. This idea will now be illustrated in a detailed
analysis of the organization of the region north of the gold-mining areas in the
Upper Niger.

The Military Strategy at Mali’s New Northern Frontier,
c. 1650 – c. 1850

On the basis of Arab sources, it is known that the Mali Empire was originally a
polity of the Upper Niger, which over the course of the Middle Ages by turns
extended to the Middle Niger and then, under pressure caused by Segu’s rise to
power, contracted again to the Upper Niger. This thesis is consistent with Canós
i Donnay’s observation that different versions of the Sunjata epic mark a change,
in that conquest receives more emphasis in Middle Niger versions than in Upper
Niger versions.32

Kevin MacDonald’s suggestion that the Middle Niger saw a population shift in
the fıfteenth century sharpens that picture.33 Although I agree in general with the
view of a contraction in the sixteenth century,34 I would emphasize that the
withdrawal from the Middle Niger was a military and political reorganization and
not—as is generally believed—a process of dissolution and disintegration that
resulted in a society lacking “toute organisation politique centralisée.”

Crucial to my argument is the existence of a stable frontier north of Mali’s gold
fıelds. In 1796, Mungo Park made an observation that gives an important clue
about the area that had once been occupied by the Mali Empire. On his way from
the east, Park “arrived in the evening at Taffara [near Kulikoro], a walled town,
and soon discovered that the language of the natives was improved from the
corrupted dialect of Bambarra to the pure Mandingo.”35 A few days later, travel-
ling from Bamako to Sibi, Park described the frontier of “Manding” in the very
same geographical zone as that referred to by Vallière almost a century later, i.e.,
between Bamako and Siby (see Figure 1). It is highly relevant that in many
versions of the Sunjata epic, Kulikoro is considered to be the limit of Sunjata’s
kingdom (Manding). Kulikoro was where Sunjata defeated his rival, the “usurper”
Sumaoro Kante, who then transformed himself into a rock.36 The account of the Kela
griots—affıliated to the rulers of Kangaba— emphasizes the importance of Ku-
likoro as a geographical marker for Sunjata’s realm: “Il s’est transformé en
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rocher . . . . Magan Sunjara [� Sunjata] dit: ‘Tu l’as fait ainsi, si tu ne l’avais pas fait
ainsi, je ne t’aurais pas laisser ici au Manden.’ Même aujourd’hui les gens de
Kulikoro font des sacrifıces au lieu dit Kulikoro Nyanan. Sumaworo n’est pas
mort; ce n’est pas un mensonge.”37

Although the northern frontier was stable throughout the nineteenth century,
a combined reading of Park’s linguistic observation, Kangaba’s oral tradition,
MacDonald’s archaeological fındings, and Canós i Donnay’s analysis of the Sun-
jata epic suggests that the frontier of Mali had previously been—and for a longer
period—about 100 kilometers further up river, with Kulikoro as its limit.38 My
analysis of Upper Niger history before 1850, therefore, does not touch upon the
medieval Mali Empire but proposes that the Mali Empire withdrew from the
Middle Niger between 1400 and 1700 and established a new frontier between Sibi
and Bamako. The political force behind the new frontier was Kangaba, which
Mungo Park saw was an important slave market, lying as it did at the end of a slave
trading route that, incidentally, Park himself chose to follow on his return to the
Atlantic Coast.

The withdrawal to the new frontier zone was a military operation to a zone in which
a defending army could benefıt from geographical barriers. The land between Ku-
likoro and Kangaba is flat, and transport through the area is made easier and quicker
by making use of the Niger River. In spite of its flatness, south of Bamako, however,
the region possesses one remarkable geographic characteristic: a well-defıned bottle-
neck between the Niger and, to the west, the escarpment that provides access to the
Mande Mountains. Figure 2 reveals this situation at a glance.

The thinly populated and barren Mande Mountains form a hostile terrain
that was diffıcult to cross,39 so one must either take the northern route, like
Gallieni when he went from Kita to Bamako, or do what both Park and Vallière
did—in roughly the opposite direction—and follow a track southwest along the
escarpment.40

The landscape of the frontier zone has unique strategic functions. The escarp-
ment functioned as both a redoubt and a refuge for the local inhabitants. In case
of danger, villagers (or armies) in the zone could flee either to the other side of the
Niger River or into the mountains. Vallière as well as traders both stayed close to
the escarpment, the flat land between escarpment face and river being too dan-
gerous.41 And Mungo Park was robbed of his horse between Bamako and Sibi.

The zone from the escarpment up to the bank of the Niger was economically
unimportant, because it contained no accessible gold: indeed, Vallière42 had
already noted that there was no gold extraction going on north of a line from
Narena to Kenyòròba.

I propose to relate the political stability of the “frontier of Manding” to the fact
that it was immediately to the north of a society for whom gold extraction was a
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pivotal economic activity, and therefore its protection was the strategic focus of its
military policy. Indeed, it has been known since the Middle Ages that gold was the
source of the Mali Empire’s riches—Mali’s fourteenth-century ruler Mansa Musa
is considered to be the richest person ever to have lived!

The stability of the frontier zone does not mean that its population never
changed. On the contrary, it was inhabited successively by various groups of
warriors who were “invited” to defend it. The area has not been systematically

FIGURE 1.

Schematic map of the area under study: Kangaba is c. 40 km. south of
Kenyòròba. Not shown is the relative abundance of small lakes south of the
Sibi-Bankumana line, because it is impossible to estimate their military strategic
importance; they might be dry for most of the dry season, which is the season
for warfare.
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investigated archeologically, although an inventory done by Kevin MacDonald in
the 1990s revealed that “settlement remains from other eras between Sibi and
Bamako were relatively slight— or at least little stratifıed,” which tends to support
my analysis of it as a zone populated by successive groups of people who fre-
quently fell victim to warfare and destruction.43

The Political Organization of the Frontier Zone: Military Defense
in Practice

The political history of the frontier furnishes clues that help us understand
how Kangaba functioned as a warrior state. As a political entity, the area north
of the gold mines is called the jamana of Sendugu. Its geographical shape is

FIGURE 2.

Detail of twentieth-century map. (Courtesy of the Library of the University of
Texas, http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/jog/west_africa/nd–29–15-bamako-mali.pdf).
The light grey/dark grey areas mark the transition from the flatland along the
River Niger to the Mande Mountains.
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FIGURE 3.

Daouda Nambala Keita, a descendant of Nankoman, at the Danbele blast
furnace fıeld (1999, picture by the author). The enormous fıeld of blast furnaces
at Danbele, nowadays hidden in the bush north of Narena and so immediately
to the south of the zone under discussion, might well be evidence of the zone’s
special function; the Danbele fıeld suggests iron smelting on a large scale, iron
production, and, therefore, warfare.
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anomalous, for it consists of a twenty-fıve– kilometer strip extending from the
Niger River to the escarpment. A jamana normally consisted of a small town
or large village and its satellites; it was never a sharply delimited geographi-
cally area before the French transformed the jamanaw (pl.) into “cantons,” so
that most of them took on a square shape.44 Being a strip, Sendugu deviated
from the usual format.

To reconstruct the history of the region, I have used hitherto unexplored
data and archival documents, to which I have added sources collected for
Narena’s history, which, although previously published, had remained essen-
tially unused. A crucial archival document is a lengthy report from 1931

concerning a violent conflict over fıshing rights among allies of different Keita
groups.45 Also valuable are French annual political reports containing numerous
references to the conglomerate of “Siby.” Siby was an inhabited space that in
colonial times was transformed into an administrative and geographical entity
called “le village de Siby,” when a number of small settlements migrated from the
escarpment to a road constructed by the French, and became the quartiers of the
present-day village.46

The successive populations of Sendugu were slowly assimilated into the
southern area (where the gold mines were located), in line with Roberts’s
model for ethnic assimilation within the warrior state. Present-day names of
villages or neighborhoods in Sendugu and Narena often refer to refuges, and
the way they were organized and related to each other sheds light on the
military organization of the Upper Niger. The groups that moved south gave
their new fortifıcations the same names as the refuges they had abandoned, as
well as maintaining some claims to the land on which the refuges had stood.
Between 1650 and 1850 it is diffıcult to estimate the impact of rifles on
individual battles in the Upper Niger but the use of rifles in warfare certainly
increased dramatically,47 perhaps even prompting a transition from kama/jin to
tata, although that did not affect the names of the refuges. A refuge was a physical
representation of what is often remembered in present-day oral traditions as “one
brother” in the “three brother” organizational format of communal defense (see
note 2).

However, the main function of the refuges cannot have been military defense,
because warfare was not based on sieges of villages. On the contrary, defenders did not
hide behind the walls but approached an enemy army in the open, for a surprise attack
was preferred over any attempt at defense.48 Only if battle did not go as planned did
the defending army retreat inside its walls where it would wait for the fınal clash.
A fınal engagement was a diffıcult proposition for the attacking enemy because in
the absence of artillery only simple equipment was available to breach the walls.
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Defenders held enormous tactical and strategic advantages, and attacks on walled
villages often resulted in victory for the defenders.49

Relationships among the refuges were similar to the defensive military collab-
orations against communal enemies practiced among the jamanaw in the Upper
Niger. Inter-jamanaw collaboration has been represented in oral traditions as
three brothers helping each other—similar to the relationship between Hamana,
Joma, and Kangaba (Manding) on a supra-regional level (see above)— with the
youngest brother as the leader of the army.50 The logic of that choice lay in the fact
that the youngest brother would always distribute any spoils among his older
brothers, whereas an older brother would have been under no obligation to share
with his younger siblings. Tripartite divisions have “deep” cultural logic and their
use is not limited to temporary military collaboration among political entities.
Meillassoux describes a tripartite pattern within the army, and relates it to
techniques for capturing game still used by hunters today.51 It should be noted
that the organizational format of three brothers might also be ancient and typical
of the Mali Empire. The Tarikh-el-Sudan describes the Mali Empire as consisting
of three groups, each headed by a “sultan” and two army leaders who acted
independently of the three sultans.52 In the mid-fıfteenth century, Antonio Mala-
fante described the reduced Mali Empire as consisting of nine (three times three?)
castra or civitates.53

I will now describe in detail how three groups successively established success-
ful settlements in and near Sendugu for longer periods. I will argue that the
organization of their settlements had the following characteristics:

1. Each used an organizational format of three fortifıcations;
2. Their fortifıcations were interrelated as if they were “brothers”;
3. The youngest “brother” was the most powerful;
4. The youngest brother’s fortifıcation was well-positioned strategically, often

furthest from where an attack could be expected;
5. The relationship with Kangaba was a crucial factor in the way the three groups

of three were positioned in relation to each other;
6. Kangaba seems to have repeatedly invited new groups to settle in Sendugu;
7. The oral traditions of the ruling groups analyzed below suggest movement

south and therefore integration into and increasing dominance over the
people who were doing the gold mining.

The data on the three groups (Narena, Badugu, Sendugu) is uneven54 but never
contradictory. The three groups will now be discussed in the following order:

• The Narena Keita—phase I, after crossing the Niger: The settlements
Bankumana-Djulafundo-Sobè for the eighteenth century;
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• The Narena Keita—phase IIa, after moving to present-day Narena: The
fortifıcations (New) Bankumana-Julafundo (later called Sokuranin)-Sobè in
the nineteenth century;

• The Narena Keita—phase IIb, the nineteenth century: The village of Narena
with Kenyèma and Samolofıla;

• The Badugu Keita: The twin village Kursale/Bala with Samale, Nafaji, and
Samanyana;

• The Kamara in Sendugu: the fortifıed places Sibi-Tabun-Nyengenma.

Before those groups can be presented, the village of Kenyòròba must be studied
because it lay immediately south of Sendugu and had an articulated relationship
with Kangaba as well as with the three groups.

The Keita of the jamana of Finadugu, with the village of Kenyòròba as its
political center, are related in the offıcial genealogies to the Keita of Kangaba as
older brothers of full blood (older siblings), which represents collaboration in
times of communal defense55 and suggests a relationship of near equality, or, at
least, demonstrates full integration into the political-military order. At the same
time, however, it can be seen that in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries Finadugu was Kangaba’s satellite,56 and its population was despised by
the Kangaba Keita.57 It is important to note that Finadugu, like Sendugu, is an area
where gold mining has never been reported.

The origin of the Finadugu Keita has not yet been investigated nor have its oral
traditions been documented, but that is of no consequence to my argument,58 for
it is relationships that matter. The Keita from Kenyòròba are mentioned here
because of the relationships they developed with the Kangaba Keita, the Narena
Keita, Kursale, and the Sendugu Kamara.

The Keita from Narena

The historical claims and oral traditions of this group have been relatively well
documented, by both allies and rivals.59 All traditions mention their ancestor
Nankoman as a younger brother of the Keita from Nyagassola, but there is never
any reference to kinship with Kangaba. The Kangaba Keita are another si (branch
or lineage).60 The following sketch is confırmed in all oral sources (see Figures 1
and 5):

Nankoman lived in Kong where he was in charge of an army in the service of
the ruler of Kong. He decided to return to Mande with an army of his own, to
seek revenge and to collect his share of the paternal heritage, which had been
taken by a brother in Nyagassola. An Islamic scholar announced his success.
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Nankoman had three sons, and on his way to Manding he died and was buried
in the mosque of Manfara (close to Dankasa) on the right bank of the Niger.
His sons crossed the Niger and settled there, the youngest at a place called
Bankumana, the middle one at Julafundo and the eldest in Sobè.61 Their hosts
were the Keita from Kenyòròba.

Jarajan, the youngest son, wishing to continue his father’s mission to avenge his
exclusion from the Nyagassola heritage, moved to present-day Narena where he
replaced the Konate king and arranged the apportioning of the spheres of influence
with the Nyagassola Keita. The descendants of Nankoman continued to hold
power as rulers of the jamana and it was they who gave Menimbugu the new name
“Narena,” meaning “descendants of Nare.” Nare was Nankoman’s mother, so an
image of harmony was evoked to apply to all descendants of Nankoman.62

FIGURE 4.

Schematic map of the settlements of historical Sendugu.
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Probably at some time in the nineteenth century Julafondo moved to present-day
Sokurani—literally meaning “the new house”—which was situated a kilometer
from Samolofıla and fıve kilometers north of present-day Narena.

Julafundo’s name contains a clear reference to the Jula and can be identifıed with
“Djoulafondo R(uines)” on Vallière’s map of 1888, close to the present-day village
of Bancoumana, where Jarajan’s fortifıcation once stood (see Figure 6). That is
confırmed by the fact that there is still a plot of unoccupied land on the outskirts
of present-day Bancoumana, left uncultivated because the Narena Keita have
never allowed it to be worked.63

Narena’s nineteenth-century political organization (phase IIa � phase IIb)
contains explicit references to warfare and a Sendugu origin. The three groups of

FIGURE 5.

Schematic map of Narena settlements in the eighteenth and nineteenth century.
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FIGURE 6.

Detail of map attached to a report written March 5, 1888, when the French
occupied the region of Kangaba, abandoned by Samori in 1887. Courtesy of:
Archives Nationales, Section Outre-Mer, Aix-en-Provence, “Sénégal et
Dépendances IV, Expansion Territoriale et Politique Indigène, fıle 90bis.” The
map is reproduced in: Yves Person, “Carte politique des Etats de Mambi, 1888.
Echèlle: 1/250.000 ème, manuscrite,” Cartes historiques d’Afrique Occidentale
(Sénégal et Haut-Sénégal-Niger, 1802–1899) (Paris: Musée de l’Honmme, 1969).
Note that the Kangaba area was initially administratively related to the town of
Siguiri, thus respecting the ancient relationship between the regions of
Manding and Joma.
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descendants of Nankoman together decided matters of warfare and the royal
succession of their jamana; they left the village issues of Narena to the local village
population. The three groups of descendants of Nankoman in the jamana of
Narena bore the names of their ancient refuges, or fortifıcations: Sobè, Julafundo,
and Bankumana.

We know from Mungo Park that the story of Jarajan dates from the eighteenth
century.64 After his visit to “Sibidooloo, the frontier town of the kingdom of
Manding” (emphasis added), Park “proceeded for Jerijang, a beautiful and well-
cultivated district, the mansa of which is reckoned the most powerful chief of any
in Manding.” The word “Jerijang” was used by Park to mean a person or a
location, but it is undoubtedly the same word as “Jarajan,” which occurs in
present-day oral traditions. Park’s description confırms that the zone was not
called Narena at that time.

The word “Jerijang” (or “Jarajan”) is open to several interpretations. Given the
fact that in oral traditions “Jarajan” refers to warrior forces from Kong, it will
mean “tall” Jara, “tall” being a favorable characteristic often applied to a hero. In
the Western Sudan, Jara or Diarra is the Bambara patronymic counterpart of
Kone, Conde, or Conteh. The Kone have been highly esteemed in the Upper Niger
for centuries, because Sunjata’s mother was a Kone.65

The translation “tall Jara” is also plausible because Narena’s history is full of
other references to names from the Middle Niger. The Narena Keita themselves
are confırmed as having arrived in Manding with mercenaries from diverse ethnic
origins. The close allies of the Narena Keita had (and still have) a Bamana
patronymic (Kulibali in Narena and Kenyèma)66 or a Fulbe patronymic (Sidibe in
Samolofıla). Oral traditions tell of a tata from long ago called Issakuru (“Issa’s
rock”), which belonged to Kuluba Jara, an army leader in the service of Jarajan’s
son, Fily Diby.67 Further evidence for Middle Niger origin is a fıle from 1915 on a
“chef de canton” that mentions the Narena Keita as “Bambaras.”68

When Mungo Park visited Narena its rulers must already have been integrated
into the political structure of the Upper Niger. Péroz’s study of Nyagassola’s
history confırms the imposition of a new military rule on the left bank of the Niger
and he dates this imposition in about 1700. Péroz relates that new regime in
Nyagassola to “janissaires” from Kano— but his account reads like a variation of
Narena’s political history.69 Péroz writes that the nineteenth-century stronghold
of Nyagassola was initially of minor importance,70 but what he overlooked was
that the Narena and Nyagassola Keita settled right on the Mandesira, an impor-
tant trade route (� sira) connecting Kangaba/the Niger River to the Atlantic
Coast, and therefore Narena, and Nyagassola were strategic partners in the slave
trade, which increased in the period under study. I see the construction of
Nyagassola in the historical context of the increasing slave trade between the
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Atlantic Coast and the Middle Niger. The rise to power of Kangaba—mentioned
by Mungo Park as an important slave market— can be related to the same
commercial process.

When assessing Narena’s position in the political landscape it is important to
note that its history makes no mention of any relationship with Kangaba but
claims kinship, collaboration, and rivalry with Nyagassola. Kangaba and Nyagas-
sola were in fact on a more-or-less equal footing in the political landscape. The
equal position in the genealogy of Sunjata demonstrates that they were equal
partners in times of supra-regional military defense operations when they were
allies.71 However, they were involved in violent conflicts against each other in the
mid-nineteenth century.72

Nankoman’s move west from Sendugu to present-day Narena might have
been a political move, and partially diplomatically inspired by Kangaba’s
rulers, who sought actively to assimilate newcomers who had proved them-
selves reliable allies. Kangaba’s idea was to share his royal heritage and
authority with them. It is notable that Nankoman made his move in a wider
context of warfare, under pressure from the north. It was also part of the
long-term process of introducing military innovations imported via the right
bank of the Niger, the process by which the Keita “took the heritage” of Mali
at the left bank.

The military innovations must have been integrated into the political and
military organization of the gold fıelds before 1800. Mungo Park contrasts the
peaceful situation in the “kingdom of Manding”73 with the instability north of
Sibi, where he had so much trouble; although the town of Bamako was a flourish-
ing trade center, around it bands of marauders made travel dangerous.74 The
northern route via Kita suffered from many uncertainties, which explains why
Park took the slave trade route via Narena and Nyagassola to reach the Atlantic
Coast from Bamako, rather than going via the shorter northern route.

The Badugu Keita

Jarajan’s migration to present-day Narena was undoubtedly a military operation,
and most certainly not a peaceful assimilation. Along with their conflicts with El
Haji Umar and Samori, the Narena Keita mention as their most serious wars, fırst,
the Badugu war in which two sons of Nankoman died, and then the Fulbe
invasion in Badugu.75 Badugu (literally “river area”) was a jamana on the River
Niger immediately north of Sendugu and consisted of Samale, Nafaji, and Kursale on
the left bank, and Kursale’s “counterpart” Bala on the right bank (see Figure 7).76
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Joliba, in the middle of the jamana, had an ambiguous status, as I shall explain.
The Banjugusi Keita of Nyagassola also recall the Badugu wars vividly.77

Today, Badugu’s history is a contested narrative, not least because of the
current politics of decentralization in Mali. In the Badugu area, the village of
Joliba has gained a great deal of power in recent decades and has become the
administrative center,78 although it is considered to be inhabited by sigifènw
(settler types) whereas as the founders of Badugu, the Keita Niumasi (“Niuma-
branch”) who live in the villages of Kursale (the “youngest brother”), Samale, and
Nafaji claim superior rights to authority over Badugu.79

Those villages hint at the three-brother settlement structure for military orga-
nization as it was found in the Upper Niger between 1650 and 1850 — because

FIGURE 7.

Schematic map of the Badugu area.
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Samayana is, in the oral tradition of the Upper Niger as well as the Segu oral
tradition, known for its hero Samayana Basi,80 an adversary of the king of Segu.81

Basi had been originally invited to be an ally of Samale, but Basi’s son—another
Basi—rebelled against his host Samale, whereupon Samale turned to Bamako and
Segu for help. I consider this story of an appeal by the Keita of Samale to be a
remarkable break with the previous norm, which had been to look south for allies.
Samale was initially a founding force in the jamana of Badugu; Badugu’s founder
is called “Samale Bamba”; and Samale seems to have paid the price for its poor
geographical location in the north in the jamana, and therefore not protected
against invasions from the north by the other “brother villages.” According to
reconstructions (based on oral tradition) by Meillassoux,82 in about 1850 the Segu
king attacked and destroyed not only Basi’s polity but the entire area upriver, far
beyond Kangaba. This suggests a collaborative relationship between Basi—whose
patronymic is Diakite, making him of Fulbe origin—and Kangaba, for why else
would Segu include Kangaba in his revenge? Basi Diakite might well have
switched his allegiance to Kangaba when he revolted against Samale, and Kangaba
would not have appreciated seeing their Keita “brothers” in Samale turn to Segu
for support.

For Narena and Nyagassola, the fırst Badugu war, which can be dated to
about 1700 on the basis of Péroz’s history of Nyagassola, must be related to the
establishment of rule on the left bank. The second Badugu war in which Narena
and Nyagassola were involved, several generations later, must have been related
to the need to protect the Sendugu defense zone, probably in collaboration with
Kangaba. Badugu’s turning to Segu for help must have been behind Kangaba’s
extremely violent punishment of Kursale’s ally Kenyòròba, which occurred
around 1880 and is known to us from the ANM report of 1931.

All Keita groups fought north of Finadugu, meaning that the battlefıelds were
north of the gold mining area. Although the details and causes of such conflicts
will never be known, one sees the tendency of the groups under study—the
Narena Keita, the Badugu Keita, and, as we will see, the Sendugu Kamara as well
as the Kangaba Keita and even Samayana Basi—to envisage conflicts taking place
to the north of them, and alliances being based in the south. At least, that was so
until Samale’s turn to Segu in the middle of the nineteenth century, which was a
period of “endemic warfare” in the Western Sudan.

A north-south mind-set was expressed in the locations of fortifıcations. In both
Narena (Bankumana) and Badugu (Kursale), the most powerful “brother” inhab-
ited the southernmost fortifıcation, which was the safest and most secure posi-
tion. Samale, the most northern located village in this study, was logically the least
secure place, and therefore it changed loyalty to the north (Segu).
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The Kamara in Sendugu

Having seen how several Keita groups and Bambara and Fulbe warriors were
related to the Sendugu strip, I turn now to the Kamara, the group widely believed
to be Sendugu’s autochthonous population.83 The ANM 1931 report gives an
overview of the information that can be found in numerous other pre-1930
archival sources for Sibi:

REGION DU SENDUGU—Comprenait les villages de Sibi Gnenguéma,—Dangasa
(du canton de Mougoula)—Calassa—Sabacoro—Guissoumana—Djiguidala—
Banancoro—Güéna—Cacala—Samako et Niembali.

Tous ces villages sont d’origine SOUSSOU et du clan des CAMARAS que les
KEITAS conquérants ont trouvés installés dans le pays.—Samaco et Niambali seuls
sont d’origine différente: Samaco était et est encore habité par les CONES ou
DIARRAS qui sont d’anciens captives libérés des CAMARAS, les habitants de
Niambali eux sont d’origine FINA.

This description reveals a remarkable pattern of habitation—much seems to have
changed since Mungo Park’s visit. Beginning with the now disappeared village of
Nyengenma, it mentions Dankasa on the right bank of the Niger, but it fails to
mention the two biggest villages of present-day Sendugu: Siby and Bancoumana.
The 1931 document refers to the then-recent occupation of what is now Bancou-
mana, which explains the many claims on the land: by the Kamara from Sendugu,
the Keita from Kenyòròba, and the Narena Keita.

Because of its recent occupation by Kamara, Bancoumana is also absent from
the standardized praise-lines that griots sing for the Kamara, who nowadays
consider Sendugu to be their land of origin. Praise-lines always start with: “Sibi
Mwanafara Kamara (Mwanafara Kamara from Sibi) / Tabun Mwanafara Kamara
(Mwanafara Kamara from Tabun) / Nyengenma Mwanafara Kamara (Mwana-
fara Kamara from Nyengenma),” and they often fınish with “Sobè ni Bali (Sobè
and Bali).”

A closer look at the village names found in praise-lines is illuminating. The
present-day village of Siby has its historical roots in a number of small separate
settlements close to the escarpment. Between the escarpment and present-day
Route Nationale 5, the sacred hill of Kuruninba functioned as a communal
ceremonial center. After the construction of the road by the French, the settle-
ments all slowly migrated towards the road until they effectively became part
(quartiers) of Siby. Tabun was located on Tabun Kuru (Tabun Rock) in the
Mande Mountains; in the 1940s, it moved down to its present location.84 Nyen-
genma was where present-day Kalasa is, and, according to Mesere Kamara,85 was
densely populated and was also where a mountain group of Kamara and a group
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of Kamara from Dankasa began living together. Nyengenma was destroyed by the
armies of El Hadj Umar between 1860 and 1870. The importance of Nyengenma is
expressed by mentioning it as the last place, and, thus, the position of the
“younger brother,” which represented military leadership in a group of three
“brother villages.” The order in which the places are mentioned matches the
model (see above) of having the strongest player located furthest south, “Sibi-
dooloo” being the “frontier of the kingdom of Manding.” The occasional refer-
ence to Sobè and Bali at the end of praise-lines for Kamara suggests that they refer
to another—later— era and another political situation.

The sources attribute a strong position to the Kamara on Sendugu. The Kamara
colonized the area from either the escarpment or from Dankasa to Sobè and Bali
(both along the Niger River)—the dangerous area in between was cultivated by
their “captives,” people without political voice, as is illustrated in the 1931 report.
The Kamara supported the Kangaba in their battles against rival Keita groups
along the Niger: in Kursale and Kenyòròba.

Thus, the area north of Mali’s gold fıelds was an arena of shifting alliances
necessary to maintain an effective defense zone. Roberts’s model of the warrior
state predicts the same process of successive occupations followed by assimilation
that took place in Sendugu in c. 1650 – c. 1850. Nankoman’s sons had settled there
as allies of Kenyòròba, and when they moved to present-day Naréna they turned
the land they abandoned over to Kenyòròba.86 Kangaba proceeded to overturn
that situation both by deciding to give the land to the Kamara and by forging an
alliance with Samayana Basi. Narena and Nyagassola, both Banjugusi, were in-
volved in the second Badugu war, but it is impossible to reconstruct their political
role in it—according to Péroz, Kangaba and Nyagassola supported each other in
those days.87 Kangaba’s involvement was inspired by the wish to defend the gold
of Mali and retain control of the Niger, and to keep it a safe route for slave traders.
The Banjugusi must have had similar concerns, but in their case it was less a river
affair than Kangaba’s.

Conclusion

This article has sought to reevaluate Kangaba’s position in the Upper Niger in
the centuries before the French conquest. My intention has been to show that the
town was the key player in a military organization that used Mali’s gold—the
famous gold of Bure—as its economic and political underpinning. Alliances were
expressed in terms of ethnicity (loose alliances), patronymics (semi-loose alli-
ances), marriage (close alliances), and kinship (very close alliances), with the
Sunjata epic functioning as the integrating narrative for society. The region’s
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landscape was used strategically by developing an ingenious military defense
system north of the gold fıelds through which new allies were slowly incorporated
into the political elite.

To outsiders, such as French administrators, conflicts like the one documented
in ANM 1931 might appear as unending quarrels about inconsistent claims—the
product of structural rivalry. On closer inspection, however, these conflicts seem
part of an active geopolitical struggle by local political elites attempting to main-
tain a protection zone. Much historical and ethnographic data hints at a much-
contested and ever-shifting pattern of occupation of the region called “Sen-
dugu,” literally “leg-region.”88 That struggle was the product of a keen strategy
and a geopolitical agenda by the rulers of Kangaba, who were the initiators (or
perhaps the catalysts) of a process of military innovation inspired by (or imported
through) Jula Kong and Bamana Segu. The increasing slave trade—Kangaba
being the starting point of a slave trade route to the Atlantic—must certainly have
helped the leaders of Kangaba establish their rule.

The rulers of Kangaba protected the zone where Mali’s gold had been mined for
centuries and their policy was successful; their rule was integrated as “Kei-ta”
(“heritage takers”) in grand cycles of the oral tradition, such as the Kangaba/Kela
version of the Sunjata epic, which attests to the withdrawal from Kulikoro to
Sendugu, and which became the most esteemed version of the epic cycle.

But was that zone the northern frontier of the Mali Empire or was it just a
minor warrior state ruled by military innovators who grabbed the Empire’s
glorious heritage? Was it the Mali Empire or was it just one of the 1,500 polities
that existed in precolonial Africa?89 I might have called my study In Defense of
Gold: The Political and Military Organization of the Mali Empire, c. 1650 – c. 1850,
but for the moment my evidence cannot justify a claim that the political formation
described in this article was part of an empire with a direct historical link to the
Mali Empire of Mansa Musa’s time.90 Before that claim can be made, other
frontier zones with precise military architecture that protect gold-mining areas
must be located—and I propose to search for them in the regions of Hamana and
Joma.

For a search of other frontier zones of a precolonial Mali Empire we shall need
Robert’s model for the warrior state to provide parameters for an analysis of the
political dynamics and the sociocultural transformation processes, Thornton’s
regional approach to warfare and strategy to explain how a landscape turns a
region into a logical unit of rule, and a political-military reading of the Sunjata
epic to understand the ideological structure of a society dominated by units of
three brothers. I hope many pages of future volumes of this journal will be fılled
with the results of that search. For the moment, I believe I have demonstrated at
least one thing: Kangaba ruled.
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NOTES

A preliminary draft of this analysis was presented at the 55th Annual Conference of the
African Studies Association, November 29 –December 1, 2012. I am indebted to two
anonymous reviewers, Ralph Austen, Stephan Bühnen, Sirio Canós i Donnay, Daouda
Diawara, Marcus Ferley, Henrike Florusbosch, Jan-Bart Gewald, Daouda Nambala
Keita, Sabine Luning, Kevin MacDonald, and John Thornton for suggestions,
discussion, and comments. I thank Eric Vocking of Via Bertha for drawing the maps.

1. The mythical status of “l’or du Bouré” had already been described by Lieutenant
Vallière, when he explored the Upper Niger in 1879 –1881. Bure did indeed have
signifıcant resources of high quality gold, but it was a very small region. Vallière
argued that people talked up the quality of gold mined elsewhere by naming it “gold
from Bure”. See: Vallière, “Exploration du Lieutenant Vallière dans le Birgo et le
Manding,” Le Tour du Monde: Nouveau Journal des Voyages (special issue
“L’Exploration du Haut-Niger par le Commandant Gallieni”) (n.d., similar to the
edition of Librairie Hachette et Co, 1885), 145–76, 162.

2. Jan Jansen, Epopée, Histoire, Société: Le cas de Soundjata (Mali-Guinée) (Paris:
Karthala, 2001); Jan Jansen, “The Younger Brother and the Stranger: In Search of a
Status Discourse for Mande,” Cahiers d’Etudes africaines 144 (1996): 657– 88.

3. Cf. John K. Thornton, Warfare in Atlantic Africa 1500 –1800 (London: UCL Press,
1999), 4.

4. Thornton, Warfare, 12.
5. In Joma and Hamana horses had little change to survive, and therefore armies

couldn’t have cavalry. This paragraph was inspired by Thornton, Warfare,
“Introduction.”

6. Yves Person, Samori: une révolution dyula, 3 vols. (Dakar, Senegal: IFAN, 1968 –
1975), 4.

7. For many researchers in Mali and beyond, Amadou Hampaté Bah’s famous dictum
still applies, that “when in Africa an old man dies, a library is burned down.”

8. I vividly remember how critically my work on Sunjata genealogies was received by
Malinke researchers at the Institut des Sciences Humaines in Bamako, in 1994; see,
Jansen, Epopée, 153. See also, Jan Jansen, “The Intimacy of Belonging: Literacy and
the Experience of Sunjata in Mali,” History in Africa 38 (2011): 103–22.

9. Maurice Delafosse labelled the town as Mali’s medieval capital, but his
reconstruction was soon refuted, and it was agreed by his contemporary critics that
Kangaba was the last in a series of capitals of Mali. For a reconstruction of the
debate, see Kathryn L. Green, “‘Mande Kaba,’ the Capital of Mali: A Recent
Invention?” History in Africa 18 (1991): 127–35. As a result, Kangaba disappeared
from studies on the Mali Empire, leaving its pivotal position in the oral tradition
unexplored and unexplained.

10. In the early 1880s, the French sent the Keita usurpateurs from Kangaba into exile
and replaced them with a rival “older brother” lineage from the town of Figuira, at
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the right bank of the Niger. That was a political action which took place in the
context of the French dismantling of the Empire of Samori. Kangaba’s ruler Mambi
Keita had been an ally of Samori and for a few years in the 1880s Kangaba was at the
western-most border of Samori’s empire, bordering the French-occupied zone. The
French perspective on Kangaba was negative right from the start. See Jansen,
Epopée, ch. 3; Jansen, “The Younger Brother,” 665. Captain Péroz’s fascination with
Kangaba’s rival Nyagassola might partially explain the lack of attention paid to
Kangaba by the French administration: Etienne Péroz, Au Soudan français:
Souvenirs de guerre et de mission (Paris: Calmann Lévy, 1896).

11. Sirio Canós i Donnay’s systematically listed all geographical sites mentioned in the
numerous published text editions of the Sunjata epic. Her list demonstrates the
central position of Kangaba in the imagination of Sunjata, and so explains
Delafosse’s attention to Kangaba. In contrast to Delafosse, however, Canós Donnay
is aware of the fact that Kangaba’s presence is the result of its contemporary prestige
at the moment of recording, and not to its alleged medieval prestige. See Sirio
Canós i Donnay “Mythical Geographies and Archaeological Landscapes: Sites,
Locations and Spatial Patterns in the Sunjata Epic,” (master’s diss., University
College London, London, 2010). Regarding the Mali Empire, Paulo de Moraes
Farias explored the idea that sources on Sunjata are much colored by issues
contemporary to the era of recording. See his critical reading of the stories by
“encyclopaedic informant,” Wa Kamissoko, in “Mediations: Tayiru Banbera and
David Conrad,” in Mande Mansa: Essays in Honour of David C. Conrad, ed.
Stephen Belcher, Jan Jansen, and Mohamed N’Daou, (Münster, Germany: Lit
Verlag, 2008), 139. For a critical analysis of the historical models for a glorious past
as they are used by researchers from Mali, see Molly Roth, Ma Parole s’Achète:
Money, Identity and Meaning in Malian Jeliya (Münster, Germany: Lit Verlag,
2008), ch. 13, on “discourse of degeneracy.”

12. The two words are etymologically related; Manding/Mande(n) being Maninka
(“Malinké”) words, Mali coming from the Fulbe language.

13. Péroz, Au Soudan français, 232ss.
14. Work by Ivor Wilks discussed in Green, “Mande Kaba,” 131, notes 25–30.
15. Ivor Wilks, “The Juula and the Expansion of Islam into the Forest,” in The History

of Islam in Africa, ed. Nehemia Levtzion and Randall L. Pouwels (Oxford: James
Currey, 2000), 93–115.

16. Mungo Park, Travels into the Interior of Africa (London, 1799). Most editions of
Park’s travels draw an incorrect map of his route, which in fact ran further south
than pictured; for details, see Jan Jansen, “Habitation and Warfare Strategies in 19th

Century Mande: A View from the Kafu,” in The Spatial Factor in African History:
The Relationship of the Social, Material and Perceptual, ed. Allen M. Howard and
Richard M. Shain (Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill, 2005), 261–90. However, Péroz
(Au Soudan français) clearly knew Park’s exact track. Park writes “Cangaba”; local
people say “Ka’aba.” My guess is that because Park tended to pronounce the
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language in Bambara/Segu style, he lengthened the “a-a” in Ka’aba, thus turning it
into Ka’gaba, and added an “n” in order to emphasize the lower tone in the fırst “a.”

17. Péroz, in Au Soudan, describes “le palais du roi Mamby de Kangaba” as a “marvel”
(“merveille”), with its “grandes lignes de l’art égyptien.” He compares it with
Samori’s palace in Bissandougou which he sees as an architectural failure (367).

18. See, among many others, Jansen, “The Intimacy.”
19. Jan Jansen, “L’administration coloniale et la ‘mise en valeur’ de l’or dans le Canton

du Naréna,” in Le combat pour Naréna: La vie de Massadan Balla Keita, 1895–1969,
ed. Daouda N. Keita (Bamako, Mali: Editions Donba, 2015), 54 – 83.

20. The Kamabolon’s owners, the Keita of Kangaba, declared themselves to be “vrais
Keitas, comme tous les vrais Keitas d’origine de Kong” in a detailed administrative
report in 1931 based on interviews with male Keita born before the French
occupation of the Upper Niger, which began in the early 1880s. That report will be
quoted frequently in this article as “ANM 1931.” The full title is “Archives
Nationales du Mali, Fonds Récents E-70 I, Rapports politiques rapports de tournée
cercle de Bamako, 1921–1944, rapport politique de 1931.”

21. Hence the title of Person’s magnum opus.
22. For instance, in the eighteenth century, the Narena rulers settled on the left bank of

the Niger (see below) and defeated a Konate king in Meninbugu, the historical
predecessor of Narena; Péroz, in Au Soudan français, describes the mansarenw (pl.)
as a kind of ethnic group of conquerors, with Fulbe roots (233ss). Note that not all
Keita are mansarenw, because their slaves acquired the Keita patronymic over time.
Note also that narratives of Sunjata’s ancestors in Mecca describe these ancestors as
Keita, a fact which I consider to be additional evidence for the generally accepted
idea that these narratives are relatively recent additions to the Sunjata epic. The
“folk etymology” of Keita as seizing the heritage is discussed in John W. Johnson,
“Etiological Legends Based on Folk Etymologies of Mande Surnames,” Folklore
Forum 9, nos. 3 and 4 (1976): 107–14. For a legend that combines the etymology of
the patronymics Keita and Sumano with a task division between younger brother
and older brother, see Clemens Zobel, “The Noble Griot: The Construction of
Jeliw-Identities and Political Leadership as Interplay of Alternate Values,” in The
Younger Brother in Mande: Kinship and Politics in West Africa, ed. Jan Jansen and
Clemens Zobel (Leiden, The Netherlands: Research School CNWS, 1996), 39.

23. This interpretation gives an alternative to the more symbolic and religious
interpretations proposed by (mainly) French scholars. It is surprising that no
scholar has ever suggested that the etymology of kamabolon is kama-bolon �

entrance hall (“vestibule” in French) of the kama.
24. On the kama, see Kevin C. MacDonald, “‘The Least of their Inhabited Villages are

Fortifıed’: The Walled Settlements of Segou,” Azania: Archaelogical Research in
Africa 47, no. 3 (2012): 353– 4. Stephan Bühnen (personal communication, June 10,
2014) proposes, for lexical reasons, to consider kama/kanga to be a now largely
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forgotten word for “palace”. This would establish a relationship between “Kama-
bolon” and “Kanga-ba” (-ba � big).

25. The importance of walls is, according to some Narena Keita, also illustrated in their
nickname of sansanni, which they believe refers to a stronger type of wall that they
introduced. See: Daouda N. Keita, ed., Le combat pour Naréna: La vie de Massadan
Balla Keita, 1895–1969 (Bamako, Mali: Editions Donba, 2015), 15.

26. Claude Meillassoux, “Histoire et institutions du kafo de Bamako d’après la tradition
des Niaré,” Cahiers d’Etudes Africaines 14 (1963): 204. Present-day oral traditions
don’t make this distinction: a jin can be a fortifıcation, too.

27. Vallière (in Gallieni) Exploration, 260ss. For their military weakness, see Claude
Meillassoux, “Plans d’anciennes fortifıcations,” Journal de la Société des Africanistes
36, no. 1 (1966): 29 – 43. See also, for documentation, Claude Meillassoux, Cartes
historiques d’Afrique occidentale (Sénégal et Haut-Sénégal-Niger, 1802–1899) (Paris:
Société des africanistes, 1969).

28. I could have used Şaul and Boyer’s model of “warhouse” with an equal analytical
explanatory power for the political organization of Kangaba, but not for explaining
the process of assimilating other ethnic groups. See Mahir S¸aul and Patrick Royer,
West African Challenge to Empire: Culture and History in the Volta-Bani
Anticolonial War (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2001).

29. Richard L. Roberts, Warriors, Merchants and Slaves: The State and the Economy in
the Middle Niger Valley, 1700 –1914 (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1987).

30. This quotation is composed of lines taken from Roberts, Warriors, 9 –10, 12–14,
17–20.

31. Richard Roberts, “Production and Reproduction of Warrior States: Segu Bambara
and Segu Tokolor, c. 1712–1890,” International Journal of African Historical Studies
13, no. 3 (1980): 389 – 419 is pivotal in the development of his argument. Roberts
presents his model as “embedded,” thus linking it to Polanyi’s substantivist
approach. I suggest that Roberts successfully developed a cultural alternative to the
formal modes of economic production models that dominated the study of African
history in the 1970s, the glory days of Marxism and neo-Marxism. Thornton,
Warfare, passim, for a further critique of these deterministic models.

32. This idea is not found in two other important comparative studies of the Sunjata
epic: Stephen P.D. Bulman, “A Checklist of Published Versions of the Sunjata
Epic,” History in Africa 24 (1997): 71–94; Stephen B. Belcher, Epic Traditions of
Africa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999).

33. Kevin MacDonald, S. Camara, S. Canós, N. Gestrich, and Daouda Keita,
“Sorotomo: A Forgotten Malian Capital?” Archaeology International 13 (2011):
52– 64.

34. From the Tarikh-el-Soudan we know that the ruler of Mali failed to besiege Djenné
in 1599.

35. Park, Travels, 177.
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36. On the lion cult at this rock, see: Leo Frobenius, Kulturgeschichte Afrikas (Zürich,
Switzerland: Phaidon Verlag, 1933), 81– 83. Note that “lion” is in Bambara jata; Sun-
jata means “Jata-born-from-Sogolon (the name of Sunjata’s mother).” For a
hypothesis about the relationship between lion cults, mask dances, and the Sunjata
corpus, see Jan Jansen, “Masking Sunjata: A Hermeneutic Critique,” History in
Africa 27 (2000): 131– 41.

37. Jan Jansen, Esger Duintjer, and Boubacar Tamboura, L’épopée de Sunjara, d’après
Lansine Diabate de Kela (Leiden, The Netherlands: Research School CNWS, 1995),
160 –1.

38. The fırst attempt to construct this hypothesis was by Jansen, “Masking Sunjata.”
39. The area may also be unattractive for its endemic diseases and scarcity of water. See

Jansen, “Habitation,” 266.
40. This was a (slave) trade route that connected the Niger with the Atlantic Ocean; it is

locally known as the Mandesira, “the Manding road.” See below.
41. An African slave trader used the company of Vallière’s group to travel safely from

Narena to the Niger. Vallière, “Exploration,” 167.
42. Vallière, “Exploration.” In 2007 (in a period of high gold prices when gold

extraction was intensifıed all over the region), an inhabitant of a hamlet close to
Siby (Guèna a.k.a. Bèrèla) had a dream in which he was told to dig for gold in his
hamlet. He did so in two successive years, but without result (Daouda Diawara
from Siby, personal communication, January 2009).

43. Kevin MacDonald, personal communication, June 8, 2014. This research resulted in
Kevin C. MacDonald, “Korounkorokalé Revisited: The Pays Mande and the West
African Microlithic Technocomplex,” African Archaeological Review 14, no. 3

(1997): 161–200. Vallière, “Exploration,” writes about the area between Siby and
Narena: “La région est devenu un desert depuis les guerres furieuses des
musulmans et des Malinkés” (168).

44. For an impression of the jamanaw in the area under discussion, see the map of
“L’État de Mambi,” from 1888 (Figure 6; see also in Meillassoux, “Cartes”). French
maps suggest that these polities had clear boundaries, and indeed local people knew
very well which creek or river or landscape marker was the “end” of a particular
polity. In practice, however, the polities allowed each other’s inhabitants to cultivate
their land according to complex host– guest relationships. For example, although
Kangaba’s jamana, called Miniyan, was of a similar size, its rulers were damantigiw
(“entitlement holders of gold mines/gold mining areas”) in a much larger area. Cf.
Roberts’s defınition of the warrior state, above.

45. For this report, see note 21. I quote here the most relevant part of it: “Voici ci-
dessous ce que j’ai pu aprendre à ce sujet de source à peu près sure, le tenant de
NAMA KEITA, fıls de MAMBI, roi de la region avant l’occupation: Avant 1880, les
gens de Coursale étant en guerre avec les CAMARAS de Bali, principal village des
CAMARAS, appelé Sobé ani Bali, (près du Colé actuel), demandèrent aide au chef
MAMBI, de Niagassola. Les CAMARAS obtinrent celle de leur suzerain, MAMBI
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de Kaba. / Celui-ci envoya une armee, dans laquelle se trouvaient cinq de ses fıls,
qui brûla Coursalé. Pour le retour à Kaba, les fıls de MAMBI ayant renvoyé
hommes et animaux par voies de terre, empruntèrent la voie d’eau. Lorsque les
pirogues furent à hauteur de Kiniéroba (Chef-Lieu du Finadougou), vers 7 Heures
du matin, des jeunes gens de ce village, rassemblés au bord du fleuve, attaquèrent le
convoy, tuèrent les somonos piroguiers, 3 fıls de MAMBI et en capturent un autre
(Déguéla CANI MAKAN). / Furieux MAMBI, de concert avec Samori (qui venait
de brûler Figuira) détruit Kiniéroba et fait couper la tête à la majeure partie des
habitants. Cette execution eut lieu en presence de SAMORY et de MAMBI sur le
terrain actuel d’aviation de Kaba—NAMA KEITA était present. / Quelque temps
après, des Camaras de Sibi ayant besoin de terrain de culture en demandèrent à
MAMBI: Celui-ci dont la principale occupation était la guerre, leur donna tout le
terrain compris entre Coursalé (4 kilomètres Sud environ) et Kiniéroba. C’est alors
que furent créés les villages de Colé et Bancoumana qui étendaient en consequences
leurs cultures jusqu’à Kiniéroba et pêchaient, après la crue, le poisson se trouvant
dans les marigots de Taracadjian et Cocoma. / Un peu plus tard, quelques rescapés
du massacre de Kiniéroba, réfugiés dans les grottes de Ouoronina, revinrent
implorer la clémence de MAMBI. Ce dernier pardonna et le village détruit fut
reb . . . [unreadable]. Pour terrains de culture et de pêche, MAMBI leurs donna,
enlevée aux CAMARAS, la terre comprise entre Kiniéroba et le marigot au Sud de
Bancoumana. Mais les CAMARAS de Bancoumana conservaient leurs droits de
pêche dans les deux marigots de Taracadjian et Cocoma situé sur ce terrain. La
pêche se faisait deux ou trois fois l’an. Date était prise d’un commun accord entre
les deux villages qui le jour fıxé se rendaient aux marigots. En 1931, Bancoumana, las
d’attendre la décision de Kiniéroba, alla pêcher seul à Taracadjian, d’où vif ressentiment
de la population de Kiniéroba. Celle-ci ayant compris en avril par une femme, que
Bancoumana se préparait venir pêcher à Cocoma, s’y rendit en armes, captura quelques
cultivateurs de Bancoumana et fınalement des gens de Bancoumana étant arrivés, il y
eut discussion, disputes, coups de poings et coups de fusils; le résultat: 7 morts, 18

blessés. / Camaras de Bancoumana et Keïtas de Kiniéroba sont ennemis depuis toujours, ces
derniers considèrent encore les premiers comme leurs captifs et de race inférieure.”

46. Described in detail in Jansen, “Habitation.”
47. ANM 1931 mentions that “Mambi envoyait une forte caravane protégé par 5 ou 600

fusils dans la Colonie anglaise de Sierra Leone où elle se procurait facilement fusils
et munitions.”

48. See also, Thornton, Warfare, “Introduction.” Battles on open fıelds were
preferred because an open fıeld is the only place where mounted warriors can
perform to their best. The standard work on horses in the Western Sudan is
Robin Law, The Horse in West African History: The Role of the Horse in the
Societies of Pre-Colonial Africa (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980). But see
also Rosemary Harris’s critical review of Law’s monograph, which describes
how much effort it takes and what dedication it demands to keep a horse in a
tropical climate: “The Horse in West African History,” Africa 52, no. 1 (1982):
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81– 85. The fact that mounted warriors practised the creed that “attack is the
best form of defense” might also explain the prominent role of griots and the
exhortatory character of their praise-poetry.

49. See also, Meillassoux, “Histoire,” 206.
50. Jansen, “Younger Brother,” 674 – 6.
51. And hunters are experienced archers and therefore a military force. See also,

Thornton, Warfare, “Introduction.”
52. An often quoted description, see, for example, Jansen, Epopée, 85.
53. Mentioned in Thornton, Warfare, 22.
54. It would be interesting to add to this analysis “twin-villages” such as those with a

settlement on both banks of the Niger, for instance, Kangaba and its “older
brother,” Figuira, or Kursale and Bala. Or with a logic that resembles the three-
brother format, such as “older brother” Karan north of “younger brother”
Abaladougou–Kenyèba (a politically important group living between Kangaba and
Narena, for its history, see Keita, Le combat).

55. Jansen, “Younger Brother,” 663.
56. In Kela, the son of my host once happened to remark that Kangaba’s port,

Nanogbungango, was located somewhere between present-day Bancoumana and
Kenyòròba. Cf: Jansen et al., L’épopée, 130, n265.

57. ANM 1931’s informant from Kangaba expresses in strong words how the Kangaba
Keita despise the Keita from Finadugu: “Les KEITAS du Finadougou seraient de
faux KEITAS, tout comme ceux de Kita. Leurs ancêtres seraient des captifs de la
race antique des FINAS qui étaient installés entre Crina et Djieliba et dont les
villages furent détruits par BEMBA CONDE. Quelques familles de FINAS, parlant
le Malinké, habiteraient encore près de Coursalé, d’autres familles qui s’étaient
réfugié à Niembali ont été dispersés en partie ou anéanties par MAMBI. C’est une
race de Griots et de sorciers. Il y en a encore à Touréla, à Déguéla, à Coursalé, à
Bouré (Guinée). Ils se sont dispersés à la suite de la destruction de leur grand village
Bangasi par NASSIRA SAMORI, oncle de MAMBI. C’était une race puissante et
guerrière. Les gens de Kiniéroba ont toujours eu la réputation d’être impulsifs,
cruels, ayant la tête près de bonnet, renfermés, et à qui fallait donner de temps en
temps une bonne leçon.” The fınaw are nowadays pictured as “Islamic griots”, as
nyamakalaw (“casted artisans”). The fınaw in the name of Finadugu, however, must
have been “fınankés” (“Fina-people”) “marchands ambulants, marchands qui
jouissent, avec les griots, du privilège d’inviolabilité en temps de guerre” (Péroz, Au
Soudan français, 127, see also 292).

58. Were the Finadugu Keita real “captives” or was that a term to describe bride-givers? A
nobleman or a Muslim can marry either a pagan woman, a slave woman or a
nyamakala, but would never marry off his daughter to a pagan, a slave, or nyamakala.
In oral traditions therefore a bride-taker group often pictures itself as “Muslim” or a
noble “warrior,” and the bride-giver group as inferior. When a politically leading group,
however, practices alliance politics through a system of bride-giving, it represents either
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itself as (non-Muslim) warriors and the bride-takers as Muslims or itself as Muslims
who marry of their daughters, but refuse to marry themselves. See Jan Jansen, “When
Marrying a Muslim: The Social Code of the Political Elite of the Western Sudan Prior to
1850,” The Journal of African History 56, no. 1 (2015): in press.

59. See various contributions in: Seydou Camara and Jan Jansen, ed., La Geste de Nankoman:
Récits sur la foundation de Naréna (Leiden, The Netherlands: Research School CNWS,
1997); for the present-day self-image of the Narena Keita, see Keita, Le combat.

60. For the genealogical relationship between these branches, see Jansen, “Younger
Brother” or Jansen, Epopée. For the Niumasi branch, see the section of Badugu.

61. Near present-day Kolé, a few kilometers north of present-day Bancoumana.
62. For this idea of harmony between full siblings (birth from the same mother) and rivalry

between half-siblings (birth from the same father, but not the same mother) see the
pivotal study of Charles S. Bird and Martha B. Kendall, “The Mande Hero,” in
Explorations in African Systems of Thought, ed. Ivan Karp and Charles S. Bird
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1987 [1980]), 13–26. This theme was
the subject of a volume by Jan Jansen and Clemens Zobel, eds., The Younger Brother in
Mande: Kinship and Politics in West Africa (Leiden, The Netherlands: Research School
CNWS, 1996).

63. Daouda Nambala Keita from Narena showed me the spot in Bancoumana on
January 12, 2009. The location is also mentioned in a footnote in Camara and
Jansen, La Geste, 54.

64. For details of Mungo Park’s trip from Siby to Narena, see Jansen, “Habitation.”
65. Note that, at the time of Samori, the strong fortifıcations at Degela, fıve kilometers

north of Kangaba, were Kone settlements. Villages in Sendugu that were inhabited
by “captives” of the Kangaba Keita were also Kone villages (see ANM 1931 as well as
the subsection on the Kamara in Sendugu). The Kone are warriors, in the oral
traditions, but also the ultimate bride-givers: Sunjata’s mother is a Kone. This
might explain the absence of references to Kangaba in Narena’s history: as former
Jara/Kone they may have had a “bridegiver only” status in relation to Kangaba,
comparable to the Finadugu Keita (see above, note 58 on Jansen, “When Marrying a
Muslim.”

66. These Kulibali are blacksmiths. It is signifıcant to note that Kinyèma is close to Danbele,
a fıeld of blast furnaces (see Figure 3). Keita, in Le combat, writes that the Kulibali
were already in the region in the service of a Konate king, for whom they made
guns. Facing the threat of having one of their daughters sacrifıced alive in the walls
of the Konate’s settlement, the Kulibali switched their allegiance to Jarajan (14).

67. Nounfaran Kanté from Naréna, interviewed by Daouda Nambala Keita, c. 1997.
68. ANM, FR, 2 E–5, Fiches de Renseignements des Chefs de Canton Bamako II, 1917–

1951 “Dossier: Canton de Naréna, Kouremale 1917–1951.”
69. Péroz, Au Soudan français, 232–3.
70. D’Orza de Reichenberg might have been right when—writing in 1890 — he dated

Nyagassola’s construction to 1810; see Camara and Jansen, La geste, 22. Mungo Park
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doesn’t mention Nyagassola, but visited its “predecessor” Waranban. Probably the
construction of Nyagassola was an adaptation to the new realities of warfare; see
also: Péroz, Au Soudan français, 232ss.

71. Jansen, “Younger Brother.”
72. Péroz, Au Soudan français, 239 – 42. According to Péroz, prior to these conflicts

Nyagassola had a very good relationship with Kangaba, where—according to Péroz,
whose analysis is Nyagassola-centric—the ruler of Nyagassola had once established
his son as the ruler of Kangaba. The ANM 1931 document does not mention such a
relationship. For Vallière (“Exploration,” 162), Kangaba is central, because for him
Nyagassola’s ruler “est d’illustre famillie des Kéita qui règne à Kangaba et sur les
villages les plus importants du pays.”

73. Park attributes a major role to griots as being required for the relating of “history” (this
is Park’s translation of the term dantègè, which is an important concept for griots,
meaning “to give an account of something”) outside the Manding kingdom where—
according to Park—etiquette was not well-developed. Park, Travels, 251.

74. For a detailed description of this situation, see: Meillassoux, “L’Histoire,” 203– 4.
See also supra.

75. Keita, Le combat.
76. I am grateful to Henrike Florusbosch for information and discussion on Badugu,

and in particular on Kursale, where she did Ph.D. fıeldwork. According to
Florusbosch, Person’s account (Samori, 418, n70) is confusing and probably based
on information from someone who was not local. Florusbosch adds that there are
Niumasi living in Badugu who are the descendants of Badugu’s founder Samale
Bamba, and she mentions Samale, Nafaji, Kursale, and Bala as the villages of
Badugu. Bala and Kursale consider themselves to be closely connected. Badugu’s
history thus gives the same patterns as Narena’s organization, because Kursale in
the south of Badugu is the youngest brother.

77. D’Orza de Reichenberg, writing in 1890, in Camara and Jansen, La geste, 29 –31.
78. In present-day Mali, the village of Joliba (Djoliba) is famous as the birthplace of the

artist Salif Keita.
79. See also note 77. The Keita from Kangaba saw them as rivals, given the following

statement in the ANM 1931 document: “Les habitants de Coursalé sont des
descendants d’anciens captives. Leur ancêtre était le fıls du captive d’une femme
nommé NAIOUMA; le père du captive est inconnu, aussi appelle-t-on les KEITAS
de Coursalé les ‘NAIOUMATI.’”

80. His tomb is along the road Bamako-Bancoumana; probably restored during the
rash of public grave restorations that took place in the area after the introduction of
zoning (“allottissement”) there; see Jansen, “The Intimacy.”

81. For the full narrative, see David C. Conrad, A State of Intrigue: The Epic of Bamana
Segu According to Tayiru Banbera (Oxford: Oxford University Press for the British
Academy, 1990).

82. Meillassoux, “L’Histoire,” 194.
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83. Siby is famous for the “Arche de Kamadjan,” a scenic rock formation with a large hole
in it. Legend says that Kamajan Kamara made the hole with his sword when he was
chasing an enemy. Between 1995 and 2010 I witnessed a remarkable increase in oral
traditions regarding Kamajan, in combination with an increase in tourist visits to the
arch.

84. For details on the history of Siby and Tabun, see Jansen, “Habitation.” For nineteenth-
century drawings of the villages, see Vallière, “Exploration,” 168–74.

85. Mesere Kamara, an “ancient tirailleur” from Bancoumana, was born in 1904 and was
interviewed in 1996 by Seydou Camara (a native of Bancoumana), who transcribed and
translated the interview. This manuscript is in my possession. Mesere Kamara was
interviewed by many researchers; he died c. 2005.
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